Canteen committee
Meeting minutes
Date:

Dec. 1, 2016

Present:

Ludovic Chikli, COO, LFS
Jean-François Lamy, Head of Elementary, LFS
Fabrice Fröhlig, Support Services Manager, LFS (reporting)
Robin Saby, Parents Representative, LFS
Virginie Le Carval Gonnord, Parents Representative, LFS
Gilles Aygalenq, Parents Representative, LFS
Stéphanie Scheidegger, Parents Representative, LFS
Santa Lorenzoni, Teachers Representative, LFS
Esther Devillers, Students Representative, LFS
Aude Faynet, Students Representative, LFS
Karl Stigler, Head of Administration, DSS
Wiebke Stegemeier, Vice Head of Kindergarten, DSS
Maria Schmidt, Parents Representatives, DSS
Nina List, Parents Representatives, DSS
Raphaël Vetri, Head Chef, Chartwells Group

Absent:

Samuel Jourdan, Head of Secondary, LFS
Michael Liu, General Manager, Chartwells Group
LFS nurses

Agenda :
1. Introduction of the members
2. Framework of the committee
3. Introduction of the supplier company and service
4. FDA visits
5. Improvements since 2015-2016
6. Ongoing projects
7. What we can do for you
8. Q&A

Development:
1. Introduction of the members
2. Framework of the committee
3. Introduction of the supplier company and service
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Regarding these slides, it was noted that some parents do not agree on the item: “no junk
food”. Indeed, some menus are considered less healthy. It is especially the case with smaller
kids, who are offered too many sweet desserts. Cakes could be replaced by fruits, for instance.
Ms. List noted that local yogurts (still offered to smaller pupils) were considered too sweet, and
thus not healthy. An imported product could be considered, if costs could be controlled.
Also, the way of cooking (fried meat, etc.) has been put into question.
LFS and DSS are to explore solutions with the service provider, as to offer healthier choices.
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LFS and DSS made sure to control the cost of items offered. This year, Chartwells proposed
seasonal items in the usual price range, with satisfactory feedback.
4. FDA visits
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5. Improvements since 2015-2016

Some pieces of equipment have been changed, as to improve the general quality of the service.
Among others, bains-maries have been upgraded and radiant heating lights have been placed
above dishes, in the service lines, as to keep the food hotter, a longer time. The fact that
children had to sometimes eat colder food has been reported last year, and steps have been
taken by Chartwells, as to significantly improve that aspect.
Another step is put into consideration: the set menu service line serve hot food earlier than cold
food (salads, etc.), which is deemed worthy of improvement to keep food warm. This is mainly
to facilitate the traffic of pupils. Indeed, younger students might not be very comfortable with
queuing and getting served with a tray of salad, etc.
However, the process could be revised, and some thinking can be done regarding that aspect.
The kindergarten canteen room (used by some LFS groups only) has been turned into
classrooms, and 100% of the French and German smaller children eat in their classes, thanks to
isotherm boxes containing food now prepared in the main canteen. This alternative makes
quality, as well as choice, higher.
A smaller problem in the process has been noted: the traffic of catering boxes impacts the
accessibility to the elementary building: indeed, doors sometimes stay open. It is requested that
doors are duly closed after passage.
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6. Ongoing projects

The studies are continuing for redesigning the canteen, the project having started at the start of
2016.
The canteen refurbishing (total or partial) is under review at the Euroboard.
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7. What we can do for you

Parents are welcome to register and visit the kitchen, as well as the canteen.
Our teams on site are keen to answer all questions and put their expertise to the task, as to
continue improving the service.
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8. Q&A
a. Aude Faynet: “Some secondary pupils do not have enough money at the end of the
month, as to eat, and request money from their siblings or friends. What can we do to
rectify this situation? Also, some do not have enough time to eat, because they do
their homework.”
In the ensuing discussion, the question of having a negative credit on the canteen cards
is raised. However, this option is not technically possible yet. Indeed, there is no IT
alarm system in place (to the admin or parents), that could get triggered at 0RMB or less.
E-Cash does not offer such an option. The new POS could maybe have that option, and
the question is still to be seriously explored.
In the meanwhile, pupils are to manage their budget in a reasonable way.
Regarding the time issue, one hour is systematically available to eat. It is the pupils’ task
to manage their time, as to eat, and do their homework at some other times.

b. Ms. List: “Can we change the yogurt offered to elementary pupils, for a German
imported brand? Could we also offer different kinds of bread, not only baguette.”
Raphaël Vetri: Imported products are costlier, and may not fit into the costs framework.
The question is to be explored. For yogurts, Japanese brands could be tried too.

The next meeting is set for the 2nd trimester of 2017. The date will be confirmed later.
Means of communication between representatives and parents can be offered through a post in the
newsletter.
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